Students will be in groups no larger than 18 with two instructors. This will allow young people to experience multiple art forms and gives our instructors the ability to collaborate in new ways.

As always, young people will engage in circle practice and focus on connection and team building as well as learning art forms.

All of these measures will allow us to serve as many young people as possible while maintaining deep connection and collaboration in a safe way.
Keeping our Community Safe & Healthy
How can we protect ourselves and help others feel safe?

**Honor: Radical Honesty and Transparency**
When you come to program, we will ask questions about your health & wellness. It is important that you are honest.

No one knows where you have been except YOU and information helps keep others safe.

**Love: Give Grace to Each Other**
We’ve all had a different experience during shelter-in-place. We want to give everyone the space to engage in the best way for them.

Give grace to each other and ease into interactions. Ask and receive consent before physical interactions.

**Responsibility: Take Responsibility for Your Health and Others**
An outbreak could mean that other families may be isolated and out of work for weeks. Being honest and thinking about the risks to others helps protect our community.

**Respect: We Respect People’s Choices & Privacy**
We understand that everyone has different reasons for the choices they make for their families. We will ask questions but any information gathered will not be shared or judged. We trust our community to make good choices to keep your family and our community safe.

**Care: Taking Care of Our Community Takes Everyone**
Not everyone in our community will or can be vaccinated. For the safety of EVERYONE we will continue to wear masks, work in small groups, and social distance.

**Peace: Guidelines Keep Everyone Safe**
Our staff and faculty will hold strict guidelines in order to keep everyone safe. We will kindly redirect community members but you may be asked to take a break from programs if guidelines cannot be followed.